
Grade One HLC Learning Progressions

Additive Reasoning
HLC: Understanding of number values and sequences to 120 (cross century, cross decade), Understanding place value when
adding and subtracting numbers within 100 (in context and in equations)
September  → Grade One HLC Learning Progression →  June

Rote Oral Count Sequence (rote counting from 1; rote counting from any start number)

Counts Forward (FWD)
and Backward (BWD)
1-30

Counts FWD and BWD 1-50 Counts FWD and BWD 1-100 Counts FWD and BWD 1-120

Counts FWD and BWD
within 30 starting at any
number

Counts FWD and BWD
within 50, starting at any
number

Counts FWD and BWD
within 100, starting at any
number

Counts FWD and BWD within 120 starting at
any number

Counts BWD within 30
starting at any number

Counts BWD within 50,
starting at any number

Counts BWD within
100, starting at any
number

Counts BWD within
120 starting at any
number

Subitizing (immediate recognition of quantity - ten and twenty frames, fingers, regular dot patterns)

Conceptual subitizing within 20
quickly composing greater quantities by “seeing” and combining smaller parts and using groups of ten

- connecting to understanding of part/part/whole and/or decomposing/composing

Counting Collections to Build Place Value Understanding (Students must use models to build understanding along this trajectory and
interact with a variety of contexts for addition and subtraction. Models should support students developing understanding of the magnitude of digits in their
place values.)

Each understanding might develop at different times for each number range

Counts objects within 20 Counts objects within 50
(using groups of ten)

Counts objects within 100
(using groups of ten)

Counts objects within 120
(using groups of ten)

-1:1 correspondence (each item gets one count)
-Organizing (keep track of what's been counted and what still needs to be counted without prompting)
-Tracking and recording methods (organizing, grouping and recording)
-Stable order (correct number word sequence)
-Conservation of number (quantity is the same regardless of arrangement - ex: objects lined up, then spread out, organized by 10 or not organized)
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Grade One HLC Learning Progressions

Symbolic Notation

Identifies and write numerals within 20 Identifies and write numerals within 100 Identifies and write numerals within 120

Ordering & Magnitude

Compares quantities within 20 Compares quantities within 100, using place
value understanding

Compares quantities within 120, using place value understanding

Orders numerals, sequential and
non-sequential, within 20

Orders numerals, sequential and
non-sequential, within 100

Orders numerals, sequential and non-sequential, within 120

Place Value (Students must use models to build understanding along this trajectory. Models should support students developing
understanding of the magnitude of digits in their place values.)

(more/less, plus/minus, connection to counting needs to be explicitly made to additive reasoning)

Tells the number one more
and one less within 20.
(connect to before/after)

Tells the number one
more and one less within
30.

Tells the number one more and one less
within 100 starting at any number.

Tells the number one more and one less within 120.

Identifies teen numbers
as 10 and some more

Identifies teen numbers as
1 ten and x ones.

Unitizes: Understand 10 exists as 10 ones and 1 ten
simultaneously

Tells how many tens there are in any
decade

Tells the number 10 more
and 10 less from any
number within 20.

Tells the number 10 more and 10 less from any number within
100

Tells the number 10 more and 10 less
from any number within 120

Compares quantities by
using items or visuals -
using perception

Compares quantity by using
magnitude through the use of
models - reference to counting
or how many more/less

Compares quantity by using magnitude through the use of models - Uses place value language
and understanding, knowledge of tens and ones, to compare two digit numbers
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